
 

   

The SILK Anti-Frizz Cream 

SILK Anti-Frizz Cream contains hydrolyzed keratin and 

organic quinoa protein, two unique ingredients that work to 

repair and revitalise hair from within. SILK also contains 

argan and jojoba oils, leaving your hair with an incredible 

silky shine. In addition, it boasts a heat-protector and ‘colour-

lock’ to shield and protect.  

 

Description 

SILK gives more than just 3 days of frizz-free hair. This 

revolutionary product reduces styling time and through the 

hydrolysed keratin and organic quinoa protein, repairs and 

revitalises from within. The result; strong, lustrous, 

gorgeous hair. SILK anti-frizz cream also contains argan 

and jojoba oils, improving health and condition leaving hair 

with an incredible silky shine. The unique heat protector 

and colour lock work together to shield and protect 

tresses, whilst sealing in all the richness.  

 

KEY BENEFITS: 

 Repairs and revitalises 

 Adds strength and shine 

 Eliminates frizz and fly-away 

 Reduces styling time and detangles 

 Smooths and protects including split ends 

 

RRP - £16.99 

http://www.kebelo.com/product/silk-anti-frizz-cream-50ml/#product-description


 

 

SILK Anti-Frizz Cream – information and ingredients 

Directions 

Shampoo and Condition as normal and then towel dry hair. Dispense a small amount into palm. 

Rub palms together and from end to root distribute evenly through hair. Hair can now be heat 

styled or left to dry naturally. Blow dry or flat iron for optimum results. 

 

3-Day Straight 

Shampoo and condition as normal, work in SILK from ends to root. Blow-dry hair. Once dry, add 

some more SILK, then use flat irons to straighten the hair. This heat process will activate key 

ingredients and through the cationic technology, hair will remain frizz-free and straight for 3-days. 

SILK continues to internally revitalise the hair. 

 

Blow Dry Tool 

Whether you have frizzy hair or not, by using Kebelo SILK you’ll still experience major benefits. 

Blow-drying time will be reduced plus your hair is left weightless, smooth and unbelievable shiny. 

It is the ultimate blow-drying companion. 

 

Mid Day Booster 

If you have been out and about and your hair is feeling dull, simply use some SILK to boost its 

shine and keep it in tip-top condition. SILK is perfect to use on holidays as it also protects the 

hair from the elements during the day. You can use it as a super-boost on dry or wet hair. 

 

Hair Type 

All Hair Types 
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